BU-BUMC Scientific Cores to be registered under one umbrella!

On March 1st 2010, we began our transition to offer streamlined account registration, equipment scheduling and core use under one system, with the ultimate goal of listing all BU-BUMC Core Services under a single web interface, and simplifying the billing of core use.

A simple, two step process has been created to allow new and existing principal investigators (PIs) to register, and PIs and scientific staff to create profiles to enable them to use the core facilities. The first step is for Principal Investigator’s (PI) to register with the Cores Administration. During this process, the PI can submit their funding information for verification or can designate an administrator to manage their registration. The second step is for all scientific staff that will use cores to create a profile within the Cores Equipment Scheduler. Once this is done, staff can use the Scheduler to book time on a core instrument.

Please note that the scheduler is being beta tested and therefore not all cores will appear immediately, but we anticipate rolling out other cores by summer, 2010.

*However, we encourage all PIs to register on the system as soon as possible.*

Please visit the following link for more information and to get started:

http://wwwapp.bumc.bu.edu/BUSM/CoreDevices/ServiceCenterIntroduction.aspx

For questions contact APRBUMC@BU.EDU